
WRITING A SEASIDE STORY

story map and writing frame for children to plan and write an exciting adventure story based at the seaside, using
information they have learnt.

Then we all sat down to enjoy ourselves as we eat chicken samosas, pizza and kheer. Inside, books were
displayed in pyramidal shapes but were indecipherable, only smudges hidden behind salt stains, ancient glass
that had begun to settle, magnifying some, disuniting others, and the running water that came cascading down
from the overhanging slate roof, provided a distortional effect that left all in a kaleidoscopic fury of colour.
Her name was Komal and her mum told me that she was playing on the beach and suddenly started crying
because of pain in the leg. The large herring gull more tan than white showing its novice age had ventured too
close in its constant roving search for another morsel to consume. I will always remember this holiday at the
beach with a smile. Komal became my best friend and we had a wonderful time with them. We drove back a
sad and more subdued bunch but had a great story to share with everyone back at camp. Overall, our stay at
the beach was full of fun â€” we went on boating trips, horse and camel rides and had loads of fun playing on
the beach and in the water. If male, then wearing brown, sackcloth coloured Farah slacks with patch pockets
sporting a few unsavoury stains, in the front, a striped shirt, yellow and brown or red and brown and a tank top
of an indeterminate grey to match the crazy hair and bushy eyebrows that sprout in all directions. I grabbed the
front of my coat and held it tight to my chest wincing at the sharp wind that drove in over the Irish Sea and
North Atlantic Ocean, driving the sea spray like a solid wooden shield before it pushing me backwards.
Walker Would you like to read more from this author? I called dad and he told them that it was because of the
blue jelly fish on the beach and gave her some medicine. The following day they visited us with some yummy
chocolates. Thankfully, the very kind doctors and nurses took me under their wings and figured out what was
going on. The Shop was grey and solid looking, stone; granite, with large rectangular windows. We all marvel
at natures forces and we all quail at disaster but we humans are curious and wish to look the monster in the eye
before it devours us. We worked six days a week and had 24 hours off from Saturday afternoon to Sunday
afternoon. I asked if we were still going to the beach for a week. Those creatures I saw battered and broken
were manna to the others that would swarm and devour the pickings once the storm had passed. I saw an
adventurous gull battered from the sky as a large wave hit the rocks and rose almost thirty feet in the air,
buffeting and soaking it. I was with a hilarious group of people so I was laughing with tears from pain rolling
down my face. It was such a gorgeous sunny day and we talked about camp and kids along the way. This
enormous beast was devouring the beach with every surge of its hide and teeth, pulling rocks back into its
hungry maw, shells, small fish, crabs and all manner of sea creatures who scrabbled to pull themselves away
from this all-consuming monster that has no thought or sense but devours all that lies in its way with no
cunning, no mind, yet with a strange kind of avarice, wishing all to be part of it, to be consumed by it. Our
waitress told us where the emergency room was and we headed over there to see what was going on. It was a
day for wellington boots or better still a wet suit yet I had gone for a smart look. After a two-hour journey by
car, we finally got there. I was given pain meds and put on bed rest or bunk rest since I was at camp for a
week. Foolish me. She told us that her pain disappeared. We splashed around and my friend Jennifer was
tossed into the ocean purse and all and we ended up soaking wet-eating ice creams cones and people watching.
Thank you for the vote! Every time I laughed my ribs throbbed! Not of sweat or body odour but rather of snuff
or mothballs, dampness or pipe tobacco. I wondered what on earth it was. April 19, TellyTell 1 comment
Posted by TellyTell on May 17, The wind whipped between the old beige and red sandstone buildings that
cornered me on three sides, the open side filled with an unremitting grey, concrete wall against which the sea
beat with relentless fury, overcoming and overpowering this concrete stanchion with its immense fury,
pouring tons of seawater into the stolid square with each wave, in a monumental cascade of spume and spray.
Yet eventually the sea reclaims everything, and despite the spray and rain I climbed to walkway to look out
upon the chaotic torment. We had a fun group of girls and guys who were excited to see the ocean and stick
our feet in the surf. The crabs, shellfish, Gulls and trout eventually grew enamoured of this fantastical call, like
many fishermen and eventually succumbed to its pull delivering themselves with relish into its mesmeric pull
and sway.


